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ABSTRACT 

 In this paper, centrally prime and centrally semiprime rings are 

defined and the relations between these two rings and prime (resp. 

semiprime) rings are studied.Among the results of the paper some 

conditions are given under which prime (resp. semiprime) rings become 

centrally prime (resp.centrally semiprime) as in:1-A nonzero prime (resp. 

semiprime) ring which has no proper zero divisors  is centrally prime 

(resp.centrally semiprime).Also we gave some other conditions which make 

prime (resp. semiprime) rings and centrally prime (resp.centrally 

semiprime) rings equivalent, as in :2-A ring which satisfies the- )(BZP for 

multiplicative systems is prime (resp. semiprime) if and only if it is centrally 

prime (resp.centrally semiprime).3-A ring with identity in which every 

nonzero element of its center is a unit is prime (resp. semiprime) if and only 

if it is centrally prime (resp.centrally semiprime). 

Keywords: prime rings, semiprime rings, centrally prime rings, centrally 

semiprime rings, localization.  
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 الملخص

دمت تعريفىال لقىىا ت اليليىىة مركويىىا يال لقىىا ت يىىقر اليليىىة مركويىىا يتمىىت فىىه اىىاا االق ىى  قىى 
صلنا اليها يقر اليلية. من بين النتائج الته تو تين ال لقتين يال لقات اليلية ي دراسة العالقات بين اا

فراا تصقح ال لقىات اليليىة بيىقر اليليىةق تلقىات ايليىة بيىقر االته عند تو اه ت ديد بعض الشريط 
الته ليست لهىا قواسىم صىفرية ال لقات اليلية بيقر اليليةقغير الصفرية – 1يليةق مركويا كما فه: ا

 فعلية تكون تلقات ايليةبيقر ايليةقمركويا.
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كىىالا اعنينىىا يىىريىا اعىىرن تلعىىا مىىن ال لقىىات اليليةبيىىقر اليليىىةق يال لقىىات اليليةبيىىقر 
لالنظمة  ق -ذات الصفرين– عاصية بقات الته ت ققال ل– 2اليليةقمركويا تلقات متكافئة كما فه:

ال لقة –3الضربية تكون تلقات ايليةبيقر ايليةق اذا يفقط اذا كانت تلقات ايليةبيقر ايليةق مركويا. 
التىه تشى ا كىا عنصىر غيىر صىفرن مىن عناصىر مركواىا يتىد  تكىون ذات العنصر الم ايدالضىربه 

 بيقر ايليةق مركويا.ايليةبيقر ايليةق اذايفقط اذا كانت ايلية
، ال لقىىات يىىقر ا، ال لقىىات اليليىىة مركويىى يليىىة، ال لقىىات يىىقر الال لقىىات اليليىىة الكلمااات الماتاحيااة:

 .امركوياليلية 
Introduction:    

Let R  be a ring .A non-empty subset S  of R  is said to be a 

multiplicative closed set in R  if Sba ,  implies that Sab ,(Larsen and 

McCarthy,1971) and a multiplicative closed set S  is called a multiplicative 

system if S0 ,(Larsen and McCarthy ,1971).Let S  be a multiplicative 

system in R  such that }0{],[ =RS ,where },:],{[],[ RrSsrsRS = . 

Define a relation (~) on SR  as follows :  

If ),(~),(),(),,( tbsathenSRtbsa  if and only if there exists Sx  such that 

0)( =−bsatx .Since }0{],[ =RS , it can be shown that (~) is an equivalence 

relation on SR .Now denote the equivalence class of ),( sa  in SR  by 

sa , that is )},(~),(:),{( tbsaSRtbsa =  (this equivalence class is also denoted 

by  
s

a
(Larsen and McCarthy,1971) or by as 1− ,  and then denote the set of 

all equivalence classes determined under this equivalence relation by SR , 

that is let }),(:{ SRsa
s

aSR = .Note that SR  is also denoted by 

RS 1− (Larsen and McCarthy, 1971). 

On 
S

R  we define addition )(+  and multiplication (.)  as follows:  

stbsat
t

b
s

a )( +=+  and  ,)(. stabtbsa = for all SRtbsa ,  . 

It can be shown that these two operations are well-defined and that ,.),( +SR  

forms a ring which is known as the localization of R  at S (Larsen and 

McCarthy, 1971). 

Let R  be a ring.Then R  is called a prime ring if whenever Rba ,  are 

such that }0{=aRb then 0=a  or 0=b , (Ashraf,2005, Jung and Park, 

2006), and it is called a semiprime ring if ,Ra  is such that }0{=aRa  then 

0=a ,(Vukman, 1999, Argac, Nakajima and Albas, 2004), where 

}:{ RrarbaRb = .  

Before giving the main results of the paper we introduce some definitions .  
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Let R  be a ring and S  a multiplicative system in R . We say S  has zero 

commutator if }0{],[ =RS  and we call S  a bi-zero multiplicative system if:  

i: }0{],[ =RS  and  ii: },0{)( =sann  for all Ss , and we say R  satisfies the bi-

zero property )(BZP  for multiplicative systems in R  if every multiplicative 

system S  in R  which has the property }0{],[ =RS has also the property that 

},0{)( =sann for all Ss . 

 

 

Example 1: 

It is easy to show that every multiplicative system in Z  is a bi-zero 

multiplicative system, that is if S  is any multiplicative system in Z   then 

}0{],[ =RS  and },0{)( =sann for all Ss .  

Now let us take the ring of all 22  matrices over Z , ).,,( 22 +M .It is 

known that this ring is not commutative.Take }
10

01
,

10

01
{ 









−

−








=S , it is not 

difficult to show that S  is a multiplicative system in 22M ,also we can 

show that }0{]22,[ =MS . 

To show .)
10

01
(}

00

00
{)

10

01
( 









−

−
=








=








annann   

If )
10

01
( 
















ann

vu

yx
, then 








=

















00

00
.

10

01

vu

yx
 which implies that  









=









00

00

vu

yx
 , and hence }

00

00
{)

10

01
( 








=








ann .  

Similarly it can be shown that }
00

00
{)

10

01
( 








=









−

−
ann .That means it is also 

possible for non commutative rings to have multiplicative systems with 

above two properties. 

Remark: 

Let R  be a ring and S  a multiplicative system in R  such that }0{],[ =RS .If 

A  is an ideal of R  then it is easy to show that },:{ SsAasaSA =  is an 

ideal of SR . 

Conversly, if K is an ideal in SR  then there exists an ideal J in R  such that 

SJK = ,(Jabbar,2004).It is necessary to mention that if BA,  are ideals of R  

such that BA =  then SBSA = but in general the converse is not true and we 

give below an example to establish this fact. 

Example 2: 
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Consider the ring }8,4,2,1{.)12.,12,12( =+ SZ  is a multiplicative system in 

12Z .By simple computation we can get: 

}
8

11,
4

11,
2

11,
1

11,...,
8

2,
4

2,
2

2,
1

2,
8

1,
4

1,
2

1,
1

1,
8

0,
4

0,
2

0,
1

0{)12( =SZ . 

Note that  

8
9

4
9

2
9

1
9

8
6

4
6

2
6

1
6

8
3

4
3

2
3

1
380402010 =============== , 

811211410110882847178525441482224111 ===============  and  

411111810210481887274515
8

42442
8

12112 =============== . 

So that }12,11,10{)12( =SZ  which is an ideal in SZ )12( . 

Now }8,4,0{}10,8,6,4,2,0{ == JandI are two ideals in 12Z  so that SJSI ,  are 

ideals in 

SZ )12( .By the same technique as we used above we can get that 

}12,11,10{}12,11,10{ == SJandSI .So that SJSZSI == )12(  but JI  . 

and also we will show that this existence becomes unique under certain 

conditions as we see latter(see Theorem 2 and Theorem 3).Now we 

mention the following two results the proof of which could be found in 

(Jabbar,2004).  

Let R  be a ring and S  is a multiplicative system in R such that }0{],[ =RS .If 

JandI  are ideals of R  then:  

1: SJSISIJ =)( ,  and  2: ,)()( n
SIS

nI = for all +Zn . 

The  Main Results:     

First we prove a lemma which will play the basic role ,as we see latter, 

in the proof  

of  the main results of the paper. 
 

Lemma 1: 

  Let R  be a ring and S  a bi-zero multiplicative system in R .If 

Rba , and Sts ,  then }0{=aRb  if and only if  }0{=tbSRsa . 

Proof : 

Now let }0{=aRb .Then if SRxr  (is any element), where Rr and 

Sx ,we have 00)( === sxtsxtarbtbxrsa ,(since }0{=aRbarb , so 0=arb ).  

Hence ,0=tbxrsa for all SRxr  , thus }0{=tbSRsa , which proves the “only 

if “ part.   

To prove the “if”part, let }0{=tbSRsa , where Rba ,  and Sts , , then for 

any Rr  we have SRsr  , and hence tbSRsatbsrsa  , which gives 

0=tbsrsa  or 0)( =sstarb , then there exists tSt ( depends on )r such that 

0)( =arbt ,  thus )(tannarb  and S  bieng a bi-zero multiplicative system so 
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0)( =tann  and hence we get 0=arb , this last result is true for all Rr , which 

implies that }0{=aRb , and this completes the proof . 

Remark:  

If R  is a ring and S  is a multiplicative system in R  such that }0{],[ =RS .If 

JI , are ideals in R  such that JI = then SJSI = .But in general the 

converse is not true (see  Example 2). Now we give some conditions under 

which SJSI =  implies JI = . 

Theorem 2: 

Let R  be a ring and suppose that S is a multiplicative system 

in R such that }0{],[ =RS . 

If JandI are prime ideals of R  such that SJSI ==  , then JI = if and 

only if SJSI =  . 

Proof: 

For the proof of the “only if” part see the last remark so we prove only 

the “if”part. 

Let SJSI = .To show JI = . Let Ia . Since S  so take Ss .Then SIsa   

andhence SJsa  , and so StJbsomefortbsa = , , so that 

),(~),( tbsa which implies that there exists 0)( =− bsatuthatsuchSu , then 

Jubsuat = or Juta  but Stu ,  implies Sut  and =SJ  thus Jut  and 

J  being a prime ideal so Ja .Hence JI  .By the same technique we can 

show that IJ   and hence JI = . 

Theorem 3: 

Let R  be a ring with identity 1,
S

 is a multiplicative system in R  

such that }0{],[ =RS and JI , are ideals in R .If every non-zero element of  

CentR  is a unit in R , then JI = if and only if SJSI = . 

Proof:                                                                                                                                

The “only if “ part has been proved.So it remains to prove the 

converse part.  

Let SJSI = .If Ix  then there exists Ss , (since S  ) and then 

S
JSIsx = , and hence there exists 

tasxthatsuchStandJasomeforSJta = , which gives ),(~),( tasx ,hence 

there exists 0)( =− asxtvthatsuchSv  or Jvasvxt = then Jvtx .Now Stv ,  

implies Svt , thus 0vt (since S0 ). But then since }0{],[ =RS so 

}0{],[ =Rvt  which means that CentRvt , hence CentRvt0  and thus by the 

given assumption vt  is a unit in R , that is Rvt −1)(  and then Jvtx  
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implies Jvtxvt −1)(  that is Jx.1  which means that Jx  and hence 

JI  .Similarly it can be shown that IJ  .Hence JI = . 

Now we introduce the following definition: 

Definition: 

Let R  be a ring.We say that R  is centrally prime (resp. centrally 

semiprime) if SR  is prime (resp. semiprime) for all multiplicative systems 

S  in R  which have zero commutators. 

 

Example 3:  

As we have mentioned in Example 1, that every multiplicative system S  in 

Z  is a bi-zero multiplicative system, that is Z  satisfies the )(BZP−  

property.Now we will show that SZ  is a prime (resp. semiprime) ring.Now 

let for StsandZba  ,,  we have }0{=tbSZsa , but S  being a bi-zero 

multiplicative system so by Lemma 1, we get that }0{=aZb , and hence as 

especial case  0.1. =ba  or 0. =ba , which implies 00 == bora , thus 

0000 ==== ttborssa , so SZ  is a prime ring , and S  being arbitrary 

multiplicative system with zero commutator , so we get that Z  is a centrally 

prime ring .Since every prime ring is a semiprime ring so every centrally 

prime ring is centrally semiprime and thus Z is also a centrally semiprime 

ring. 

Next we apply the result of Lemma 1, to prove some theorems which 

determine the relations between prime (resp. semiprime) and centrally 

prime(resp.centrally semiprime) rings, in each of the following two 

theorems (Theorem 4 and Theorem 5) a condition is given which makes 

prime (resp. semiprime) rings and centrally prime (resp. centrally 

semiprime) rings equivalent. 

Theorem 4 : 

Let R  be a ring. If R  satisfies the- )(BZP  for multiplicative systems, 

then R  is prime (resp. semiprime) if and only if R  is centrally prime (resp. 

centrally semiprime). 

Proof :  

Let R  be a prime ring and S  be any multiplicative system in R  

which has zero commutator, that is }0{],[ =RS , to show R  is a centrally 

prime ring it is enough  to show that SR  is a prime ring.Since R   satisfies 

the- )(BZP  so },0{)( =sann for all Ss , that is S  is a bi-zero multiplicative 

system . Now let for SRtbsa ,  we have }0{=tbSRsa , (where Rba ,  and 

Sts , ).Then by  Lemma 1, we get }0{=aRb  and R  being a prime ring we 
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get 0=a  or 0=b .If 0=a  then 00 == ssa  and if 0=b  then 00 == ttb  and 

hence SR  is a prime ring and since S  is arbitrarily choosen we get that SR  

is prime for each multiplicative system S  in R  which has zero commutator 

and hence R  is centrally prime . 

Conversely, let R  be centrally prime ring, we will show that R  is prime. 

So let for Rba ,  we have }0{=aRb , if S  is any multiplicative system in R  

with zero commutator then SR  is a prime ring and since R  satisfies )(BZP  

for multiplicative systems so S  has the property that },0{)( =sann for all 

Ss , that is S  is a bi-zero multiplicative system. Now since S , so there 

exists an Ss , then SRsbsa , , and since }0{=aRb  and S  is a bi-zero 

multiplicative system so by Lemma 1, we get }0{=sbSRsa , but SR  being a 

prime ring we get 0=sa ,or 0=sb . If 0=sa , then there exists Su  such that 

0=ua , thus )(uanna and since R  satisfies )(BZP  for multiplicative  systems 

so }0{)( =uann  and hence 0=a .If 0=sb , by the same technique we get 0=b . 

Hence R  is a prime ring which completes the proof of the case when R  is 

prime and for the case when R  is semiprime the same technique is 

applicable to get the result .  

Remark: 

In the Example 3, we have proved directly that Z  is a centrally prime as 

well as a centrally semiprime ring, here we can use Theorem 4, to show this 

fact as follows: 

It is known that a non-zero ring which has no zero divisors are prime as well 

as semiprime and since Z  has no zero divisors so it is prime and hence 

semiprime,on the other hand Z  satisfies the )(BZP  for multiplicative 

systems as we have mention in Example 3, thus by applying Theorem 4, 

Z  becomes centrally prime and hence centrally semiprime .    

Theorem 5: 

  Let R  be a ring.If R  has the identity 1 and every nonzero element of 

CentR  is a unit in R  then R  is a prime (resp. semiprime) ring if and only if 

it is centrally prime (resp. centrally semiprime). 

Proof: 

  We will show that R satisfies the- )(BZP  for multiplicative systems in 

R ,so let S  be any multiplicative system in R  with zero commutator.If 

Ss  is any element then since }0{],[ =RS  so ,0],[ =rs for all Rr , that is 

,0=− rssr for all Rr , and thus ,rssr = for all Rr  which means that 

CentRs , and then SsandS 0  implies 0s , hence CentRs0  which 

means that s  is a unit , the next step is to show that }0{)( =sann , so let 
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)(sannx  then 0=sx  and s  being a unit , Rs −1  thus 0=sx  implies that 

0011 =−=− ssxs , hence 0=x  which means }0{)( =sann , and s  being arbitrary 

in S  so we get that },0{)( =sann for all Ss , and hence every multiplicative 

system S  in R  with zero commutator satisfies also the property 

},0{)( =sann  for all Ss , and thus R  satisfies )(BZP  for multiplicative 

systems.Hence by Theorem 4, R is prime (resp. semiprime) if and only if it 

is centrally prime (resp.centrally semiprime) which completes the proof .   

Now, in each of the following two theorems we give a condition which 

makes prime (resp. semiprime) rings centrally prime (resp. centrally 

semiprime),we see below that nonzero prime (resp. semiprime) rings which 

have no zero divisors are centrally prime (resp. centrally semiprime), which 

means , in some sense , that centrally prime (resp. centrally semiprime) 

rings are generalizations of those non-zero rings which have no proper zero 

divisors.  

Theorem 6 : 

If R  is a non-zero prime (resp. semiprime) ring which has no proper 

zero divisors then it is centrally Prime (resp. centrally semiprime). 

Proof: 

 Suppose R  has no proper zero divisors.We will show that R  is 

centrally prime , so let S  be any multiplicative system in R  with zero 

commutator , to show that SR  is a prime ring, let for SRtbsa ,   we have 

}0{=tbSRsa , where Rba ,  and Sts , . Since }0{R , so there exists 

Rr0 . Then SRsr   and hence tbSRsatbsrsa   which gives 0=tbsrsa  or 

0)( =sstarb , and hence we get that there exists St  such that 0)( =arbt  or 

0=tarb , but R  has no  proper zero divisors so 0=t  or 0=a  or 0=r  or 

0=b .But  StandS 0  implies that 0t .Also 0r (since r is choosen 

non-zero in R ) thus we get 0=a  or 0=b . If 0=a  then 00 == ssa  and if 

0=b  then  00 == ttb .                               

Hence SR  is a prime ring and S  being arbitrary multiplicative system in R  

with zero commutator we get SR  which is a prime ring for all multiplicative 

systems S  in R  with zero commutators and hence R  is a centrally prime 

ring.The proof of semiprimeness case is exactly as the proof of primeness 

case  but we just take }0{=saSRsa  instead of }0{=tbSRsa  and repeating the 

same outlines of the above proof . 

Next we give another condition under which prime (resp. semiprime) rings 

are centrally  
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prime (resp. centrally semiprime) and that condition provides R  to be a 

finite ring and this can regarded as a corollary to Theorem 6. 

Corollary 7 : 

A finite prime (resp.semiprime) ring R  is centrally prime (resp. 

centrally semiprime). 

Proof: 

We will show only the case when R  is a prime ring and the case when 

R  is semiprime can be done by the same technique. So let },...,2,1{ nrrrR =  

and S  be any  multiplicative system in R  with zero commutator, we must 

show that SR  is a prime ring.Now let SRtbsa ,  are such that }0{=tbSRsa , 

where Rba ,  and Sts , . 

For each )1( nii   we have SRsir )(  and thus ,0)( =tbsirsa for all i , or 

,0)( =sstbiar for all i ,and thus we get that for each ,)1( nii  there exists 

Sit   such that 0)( =biarit .Now let ntttx ...21= . Since for all Siti ,  so that 

Sntttx = ...21 . But since }0{],[ =RS  and for all i , we have ,Sit   so 

,itjtjtit = for all ji, .Hence for each i  we get 

00....
11

...
21

)(...
11

...
21

)(...21)( =
+−

=
+−

==
n

t
i

t
i

tttb
i

ar
i

t
n

t
i

t
i

tttbiarntttbiarx , 

which gives that ,0)( =birxa for all i , that is ,0)( =birxa for all Rir   and this 

means }0{)( =Rbxa , but R  being a prime ring we get 0=xa  or 0=b .  

If 0=xa  then 00)( ==== xsxsxasaxxsa , and if 0=b  then 00 == ttb .  

Hence SR  is a prime ring which proves that R  is centrally prime . 

In fact, Corollary 7, tells us that centrally prime (resp.centrally semiprime) 

rings are, in some sense, generalizations of finite prime (resp. semiprime) 

rings.  
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